IMPORTANT: Prior to installation, read instructions carefully.

NOTE: Position roof membrane on top of the wall covering the treated wood nailer(s) or substrate completely. Allow 1/2" minimum excess membrane beyond nailer where applicable. NRCA requirement. Membrane not shown for clarity.

CAUTION: INSTALL MITERS FIRST!

NOTE: Fasteners to meet minimum of #240 pull-out for substrate.

STEP 1 - CONTINUOUS CLEAT
PLACE A 12'-0" LENGTH OF CONTINUOUS CLEAT ON THE OUTSIDE FACE ALONG THE WALL. FASTEN CLEAT INTO SUBSTRATE THRU FACE OF CLEAT WITH PROVIDED NAILS AT 12" O.C.

STEP 2 - MITER SPLICE PLATES
FIELD APPLY SEALANT (BY OTHERS) TO TOP OF EACH SPLICE PLATE AS SHOWN. INSTALL THE SPLICE PLATE HALFWAY INTO EACH END OF THE MITER AS SHOWN.

STEP 3 - MITER ASSEMBLY
HOOK OUTSIDE FACE OF MITER ASSEMBLY ONTO BOTTOM OF CONTINUOUS CLEAT AND ROTATE INTO PLACE AS SHOWN.

STEP 4 - CONTINUOUS CLEAT
SLIDE SECOND 12'-0" SECTION OF CONTINUOUS CLEAT UNDER THE OTHER LEG OF MITER COVER, INSURING THAT THE DRIP OF THE CLEAT IS ENGAGED TO THAT OF THE COVER. FASTEN CLEAT AS IN STEP 1. DRILL AND FASTEN THROUGH INSIDE FACE OF COVER TO NAILER WITH PROVIDED #10 x 1 1/2" STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS.

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

COPING COVER 12" 0" LENGTHS
CENTER FASTENERS IN NAILER 24" O.C.
INSIDE FACE
#10 x 1 1/2" STAINLESS STEEL FASTENERS PROVIDED

LOCATE FASTENERS THRU CLEAT CENTERED IN NAILER 12" O.C.
22 GA. GALVANIZED CONTINUOUS CLEAT

6" WIDE SPLICE PLATE AT EACH JOINT

OUTSIDE FACE
1 1/4" RING SHANK ROOFING NAILS PROVIDED
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**FLAT OR EXISTING SLOPE VERSION**

**INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS**

**STEP 5 - ENDCAPS**
Locate and attach cleat as in Step 1. Field apply sealant (by others) to top of each splice plate as shown. Install the splice plate assembly halfway into end of the endcap as shown.

**STEP 6 - ENDCAPS (CONT.)**
Hook outside face of endcap onto the continuous cleat and rotate into place. Fasten inside face with provided screws.

**STEP 7 - CONTINUOUS CLEAT**
Position 12'-0" continuous cleat sections then fasten 12" O.C. as shown with provided nails. Lap cleat 1" at joints. Insert one splice plate under end of 12'-0" coping section with sealant, to be field applied to top of each splice plate as shown. Rotate coping into place.

**STEP 8 - COPING**
Install 12'-0" coping sections. Hook drip edge of each coping section onto continuous cleat, rotate into place.

**CAUTION:**
Remove protective film immediately after installation. Installers shall wear protective eyewear to prevent injury.

**STEP 9 - COMPLETION**
Leave a 3/8" gap between cover sections to allow for thermal expansion. Fasten inside face of cover with provided #10 x 1 1/2" stainless steel fasteners 12" from edge and 24" O.C. down length of coping cover. Field cut where necessary using a fine tooth hacksaw or snips.
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